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UNITED STATES

B NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.
'

U j WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001*

%*****/ March 19, 1996 |
1

|

Me,,,--- .._ .. |
. . . . _ . .

SUBJECT: Differing Professional Opinion Concerning Uncoordinated Circuit
Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station

Dear Mr. Morris;

Mr. James M. Taylor has asked me to inform you of the status of your differing
professional opinion'(DPO) concerning uncoordinated circuit breakers at the
Catawba Nuclear Station. I apologize for the delay on this matter.

We have also received your letter of February 13, 1996, submitted pursuant to
10 CFR f 2.206 and requesting that the operating license for Catawba Nuclear
Station be suspended. We will respond separately to that.

|

This differing professional opinion arose as a result of a special Electrical
Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI) conducted at the Catawba
Nuclear Station during the period January-February 1992. Results of this
inspection revealed that there was one safety significant deviation from a
written commitment by the licensee. The deviation involved 'the failure to meet
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 308-1974 |

in that the incoming breakers to all essential 600 V ac Motor Control Centers
(MCCs) were not coordinated with the outgoing breakers from the MCCs for all
faults. The licensee stated, on page 8-75 of its Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR), that the system met the requirements of the above IEEE Standard.

You initially submitted a differing professional view (DPV) on this same 4

subject in a memorandum dated May 6,1994 to Mr. W. Russell. The Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) standing panel to review your DPV was convened with
Mr. Ashok Thadani and Mr. Brian Grimes as members. Discussions on the
technical aspects of this matter were held with a number of individuals',
including yourself.

On July 21, 1994, Mr. Thadani transmitted the findings and conclusions of the
DPV panel in a memorandum to Mr. Russell. The NRR standing panel determined
that the crux of the concerns associated with the DPV were:

(1) the lalk of formal submittals by the licensee in response to the
deviation providing justification to change the FSAR commitment instead
of minimizing the amount of equipment due to faults, and (2) while there
is a general feeling that these faults do not have a very high
probability of occurrence and do not appear to involve common mode
failures, the licensee has provided very little documentation on the
docket to confirm these positions which would allow the staff to draw
the conclusion that the safety impact is low.

I
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; Mr. Charles Morris -2-
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The DPV panel recommended that a licensee response to the deviation should be
formally submitted on the docket, and reviewed by the staff. The DPV panel.

also concluded that if the vulnerability to faults in the as-built design was*

of low safety significance, the staff might approve relief from the Standard
Review Plan (SRP) and IEEE criteria as reflected in the licensee's current
FSAR comitment.

The NRC staff transmitted such a request for additional information to Duke
Power Company on September 14, 1994, in a letter from R. Martin to D. Rehn
(Attached). On December 29, 1994, Duke Power Company transmitted its response !

(Attached). At present, the NRC staff has not yet completed its review of Duke
Power's response.

You next submitted a DP0 in a memorandum dated July 28, 1994. As you know, a
DP0 panel was ap)ointed on August 10, 1994 composed of Messrs. Thomas L. King,
Patrick Baranows(y, and Jitendra Vora to perform an independent review of your
DPO. This panel provided its report in a memorandum dated September 23, 1994,
which is attached.

The panel noted that it focused on the generic " policy" issue raised in your
DPO, rather than the specific Catawba issue in your original DPV, since this
was addressed in Mr. Thadani's July 21, 1994, memorandum to Mr. Russell. j

.

The panel concluded that: |
\ !

Currently, there is no Agency policy or criterion which prohibits i

granting an exemption or change in requirements or commitments tased j
upon the presence of a redundant system or component. Although, in i

general, it would not seem appropriate to allow safety deficiencies in i
3one train of a redundant system solely on the basis that there is a

redundant train, each situation should be evaluated on its own merits. ;

Further, a stand alone criterion, such as suggested by Mr. Morris, by
~

itself (without a clear nexus to safety) could be detrimental by causing
resources to be spent on items of little safety significance. What is !

much more important is to ensure that well defined processes, exist
whereby all exemptions and changes in commitments undergo systematic and
thorough review by licensees for their safety significance and that such
exemptions or changes are not implemented or requested unless such a .|
review is done and criteria, based on safety significance, are met.

The panel went on to note that: !
,

NRR is cu/rently working with industry (NEI) to review and endorse a
procedure for " Managing NRC Commitments." The panel endorses the work to
arrive at an acceptable procedure and believes that, when complete, this
work should result in a comprehensive consistent process of value to
both industry and NRC which should be implemented as soon as
practical.... The implementation of a procedure such as discussed above,
should help ensure a systematic preparation and review of proposed
exemptions or changes in requirements or commitments.

;
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Mr. Charles Morris -3-

On December 20, 1995, the staff transmitted SECY-95-300, " Nuclear Energy
Institute's Guidance Document, ' Guideline for Managing NRC Comitments'", to
the Commission. This paper indicates that the staff intends to notify the
Nuclear Energy Institute that its guidance document " Guideline for Managing
NRC Commitments," is an acceptable guide for licensees to follow for managing
and changing their commitments to the NRC. With the issuance of this paper, I |

believe that the staff, together with the industry, has developed a process
that achieves the aim of the DP0 panel in this regard.

I conclude that your technical and policy concerns in this matter have been
fully aired and have received a high degree of consideration by the NRC staff,
including a request to the licensee for additional information on the docket,
as recommended by the DPV panel, and the development of a process acceptable
to the staff by which licensees can manage their commitments to the NRC, as I
endorsed by the DP0 panel. I regret that the staff has not yet completed its !

review of Duke Power's submittal, and that you may not have been informed in a' !

timely manner of the status of these developments.

I have accepted the findings of the DP0 panel in this matter, and conclude,
therefore, that your DP0 has been resolved. At this time, I cannot cone',Me
that your DPV has been resolved. This must await completion, by the stafr, of
its review of Duke Power Company's submittal of December 29, 1994. I have !
tasked the staff to complete this review and have been informed that it is ;

texpected to be completed in the next two months. I will keep you informed of
this effort. \

II appreciate your concern regarding the safe operation of. nuclear power
plants, and I want to assure you that the NRC shares this concern.

Sincerely,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:
JAMES L. MILHOAN

James L. Milhoan,
Deputy Executive Director

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Attachments: As stated
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i | NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (
5,,, wAssisarow. o.c. nosas.cooi

***** '

September 14, 1994
|
:

! Mr. D. L. Rehn
~

! Vice President - Catawba Site
i Duke Power Company -

i 4800 Concord Road
York, SC 29745

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ELECTRICAL BREAKER
! C0 ORDINATION, CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION, talIT N05.1 AND 2
j (TAC N05. M86367, M86368)
<

j Dear Mr. Rehn:
s

| The Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI) performed at
! the Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2, from January 13 to February 14,
i 1992, identified a safety-significant deviation from a written comettaant as

follows:
i

! 'NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, states on page 8.3.2-5 that
I
i acceptance (of a design] is based on meeting the specific guidelines in

Regulatory Guide 1.32, which endorses the Institute of Electrical and
| Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 308. IEEE Stindard 305-1974,
t " Standard Criteria for Class IE Power Systems for Nuclear Power

Generating Stations," states in Section 5.3.1 that protective devices!
! shall be provided to limit the degradation of Class IE power systems.
| The licensee's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), on page 8-75, states

that the system meets the requirements of this standard. The FSAR<

Section 8.3.1.1.2.2 states in part, that protective devices on the 600-
) VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System are set to achieve a selective
| tripping scheme so that a minisd amount of equipment is isolated for an
! adverse condition such as a fault.....'
.

,
'

The NRC staff concluded that the Duke Power Companyj
deviated from this commitment in that, the incoming b(OPC or licensee) had: reakers to all the

i essential 600 volt alternating current (V ac) actor-control centers (MCCs) are
not coordinated with the outgoing breakers from the MCCs. Further, the 125

| volt direct current (V de) vital instrumentation and control power molded-case
i breakers in the distribution centers are not coordinated for all faults.

In an attempt to determine the impact on plant risk of those breakers that
both the staff and DPC agreed were uncoordinated, and to get further assurance
that the consequences of the lack of coordination were insignificant, the NRC

. staff, on December 6,1993, sent a request for additional information
i DPC asking for (1) the locations of faults of any kind that could lead (RAI) totoj uncoordinated breakers in the 125-V de vital instrumentation and control power

system and in the 600-V ac essential auxiliary power system.a

of the breakers, (3) the loads served, and (4) the consequence (2) the identityi
s of losing thesafety loads affected.

$
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D. Rehn -2- September 14, 1994

DPC responded to the staff on February 7, 1994 and on March 2, 1994 when
copies of breaker coordination curves and system one-line drawings showing
locations for the most probable worst-case faults, the associated fault

- currents, and the breakers that would not coordinate in case of de double-line
or three-phase faults were submitted. The licensee also submitted the
calculations on which the fault currents were based and a list of loads that
could not be powered if some breakers were not coordinated.

|The NRC staff has determined that it cannot accept DPC's p sai t e
theFSARcommitmentsratherthanthebrekkersthemselvessoe1yonochthe b is
of the information submitted up to this time. The proposal should be
accompanied by an appropriate evaluation made pursuant to the requirements of
10 CFR 50.59, " Changes Tests and Experiments". Further, the proposal is not
consistent with the following NRC staff guidaace, as stated in Generic Letter
88-15. " Electric Power Systems - Inadequate Control Over Design Processes:"

" Lack of breaker coordination can create the potential for an
unacceptable level of equipment loss during fault conditions.
Thus, the designs'of these electrical systems were not fully in
conformance with GDC-17.*

i

In Information Notice No. 88-45, " Problems in Protective Relay and Circuit.
Breaker Coordination," the staff's position is stated as:

"This information notice is being provided to alekt addressees to
a potentially significant problem concerning the possible lack of
protective relay and circuit breaker coordination."

DPC has indicated that it cannot easily restore breaker coordination by
" racking in' replacement breakers since there are no appropriate replacement
breakers available that will coordinate and fit in the existing cubicles.

In summary, the NRC staff requests that DPC provide a further submittal, in
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, that justifies a proposed
amendment to the FSAR in lieu of replacing the breakers. This su mittal say
reference or include relevant inforsation already submitted on'this issue. If
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques are used to quantify the risk
of leaving the breakers uncoordinated, the description of the increase in risk
should be sufficiently detailed and rigorous to show that the failure to
coordinate would not unacceptably increase the magnitude of a risk measure
such as the core damage accident frequency. If available, DPC should include
information about the frequency of cable and NCC failures so that the staff
can determine the frequency of the initiating events and the resultant change
to the core-damage frequency. If practical, DPC should also show, by a
sensitivity analysis, that order-of-magnitude changes in the assumed parameter
values used in the PRA would not invalidate the conclusions of the PRA.

.
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,

DPC's submittal should also describe the extent of plant modificat' ions that
would be necessary in order to restore breaker coordination, including the,

,
number and type of-breakers and cubicles to be replaced and the extent to

; which cables would need to be redrawn to avoid splices.

I To enable the continuance of our review of this matter, we request that DPC
provide its response to this letter at the earliest practical,date. This,

requirement affects fewer than ten respondents, and therefore, it is not .

subject to Office of Management and Budget review under P.L. 96-511.

I Sincerely,
!
.

4
: Robert E. Martin, Senior Project Manager
; Project Directorate II-3
i Division of Reactor Projects - 1/11

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414

'cc : See next page

.
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Mr. David L. Rehn
Duke Power Company Catawba Nuclear Station

cc:
Mr. Z. L. Taylor Mr. Marvin Sinkule, Chief

Regulatory Compliance Manager Project Branch #3
Duke Power Company U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission
4800 Concord Road 101 Marietta Street, NW. Suite 2900
York, South Carolina 29745 Atlanta, . Georgia 30323

A. V. Carr, Esquire North Carolina Electric Membership
Duke Power Company Corporation
422 South Church Street P. 0. Box 27306
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242-0001 Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

J. Michael McGarry, III, Esquire Senior Resident Inspector.

Winston and Strawn Route 2, Box 179 N
1400 L Street, NW York, South Carolina 29745
Washington, DC 20005

Regional Administrator, Region II
North Carolina Municipal Power U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Agency Number 1 101 Marietta Street, NW. Suite 2900
1427 Maadowwood Boulevard Atlanta, Georgia 30323
P. 0. Box 29513
Raleigh, North Carolina 27626-0513 Max Batavia, Chief

Bureau of Radiological Health
Mr. T. Richard Puryear South Caroliha Department of
Nuclear Teclaical Services Manager Health and Environmental Control
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 2600 Bull Street
Carolinas District Columbia, South Carolina 29201

3

2709 Water Ridge Parkway, Suite 430
Charlotte, North Carolina 28217 Mr. G. A. Copp

Licensing - EC050
County Manager of York County Duke Power Company
York County Courthouse P. O. Box 1006 jYork, South Carolina 29745 Charlotte, North Carolina 28201-1006

Richard P. Wilson, Esquire Saluda Rive,r Electric

Assistant Attorney General P. 0. Box 929
South Carolina Attorney General's Laurens, South Carolina 29360

Office
P. 0. Box 11549 Ms. Karen E. Long
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 Assistant Attorney General

North Carolina Department of Justice
Piedmont Municipal Power Agency P. O. Box 629
121 Village Drive Raleigh, North Carlina 27602
Greer, South Carolina 29651.

Elaine Wathen, lead REP Planner
Dayne H. Brown, Director Division of Emergency Management
Division of Radiation Protection 116 West Jones Street
N.C. Department of Environment, Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1335

Health and Natural Resources
P. O. Box 27687

.

Raleigh, North Carolina 27611-7687 {

l
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Attachment 2-

Duke 1%werCompany D. L Ron
Comeba Nuclear Genemtion Deparanent Mce hesident

.

4800 ConconiRoad (803)&113205 Omce

York.SC29NS (803)&113426Far

DUMEPOWER

December 29,1994

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATIN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414
Electrical Breaker Coordination FSAR Update Evaluation

Reference: Letter from Robert E. Martin to D. L. Rehn, dated September 14, 1994

Your staff requested in the referenced letter, additional information regarding the proposed
3

amendment to the Catawba FSAR relative to electrical breaker coordmation for the incoming
breakers to all the essential 600 volt alternating current (VAC) motor-control centers (MCCs)
and coordination for all faults for the 125 volt direct-current (VDC) vital instrumentation and
control power molded-case breakers in the distribution centers.

Specifically, the referenced letter requested an appropriate evaluation, pursuant to the provisions
of 10 CFR 50.59, " Changes, Tests and Experiments", probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) ,

techniques used to quantify the risk of leaving the breakers uncoordinated and, if practical, a
sensitivity analysis showing order-of-magnitude changes in the assumed parameter values used
in the PRA that would not invalidate the conclusions of the PRA.

-

Additionally, the referenced letter requested information relative to the extent of modifications
that would be necessary to restore electrical breaker coordination, including the number and tvpe i

of breakers and cubicles requiring replacement, information relative to the frequency of caole
and MCC failures, and the extent to which cables would need to be redrawn to avoid splices.

Please refer to subsequent attachments for these requested evaluations and associated
'

information.

< c. c r. o n
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
December 20,1994
Page 2

If there are any additional questions conceming this submittal or the proposed amendment to
Catawba's FSAR relative to subject electrical breaker coordination, or if your staff feels that a
meeting between appropriate Duke and NRC technical staff would facilitate bringing this issue
to closure, please contact Jeff Iowery at (803) 831-3414.

Very truly yours,

Df -
s
s.

D. L. Rehn, Site Vice-President
Catawba Nuclear Station

xc: S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator, Region II

R. E. Martin, ONRR
.

R. J. Freudenberger, Catawba Senior Resident Inspector

s
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ATTACHMENTS .

|

4

1 A. 10 CFR 50.59 for FSAR Change Related to EDSFI Deviation 50-413,414 / 92-01-02
Relative to IEEE 308-1974 (Attachment 1) |

;

10 CFR 50.59 ATTACHMENTS

|

2. Curient FSAR Wording .

3. Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) for the 125 VDC VitalI & C Power System
(EPL) and the 600 VAC Essenth.1 Auxillary Power System (EPE) i

PRA ATTACHMENTS

1. NRC letter, dated September 14,1994, requesting Additional
Information on Electrical Breaker Coordination at Catawba l

Nuclear Station

2. EPL and EPE Systems Breaker CoordinationMemo (previously
submitted to NRR)

3. Motor Control Center IEMXG Loads
.

B. Frequency of Cable and Motor Control Center Failures, Extent of Plant
Modifications, Number and Type of Breaken and Cubicles Requiring Replacement
and Replactment of Cable.
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Attachment 1
10 CPR 50.59 Evaluatio3

,,

IEEE 3081974 FSAR Change
Page I of10

Purpose

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the presence or absence of an
I

Unreviewed Safety Question due to the FSAR changes described below. The
criteria of 10CFR50.59(a)2 will be applied to make this determination. This
evaluation is performed in accordance with Nuclear System Directive 209
(Reference 18), ,

|

Activity Description
i

During the EDSFI Inspection, February 92, a deviation was cited (Reference 1) on
certain breakers in the 600 VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System (EPB) and the

| 125 VDC Vital Instnunentation and Control Power System (EPL). The concem
j was that the incoming breakers to the essential 600 VAC motor control centers are

not coordinated with the outgoing breakers from the motor control centers and the
125 VDC vital instrumentation and control power molded-case breakers in the
distribution centers are not coordinated for all faults.

Engineering conducted a study of alternatives (Reference 3) which provide a ,

resMution to this deviation. This study included a review ofpofential |
'

modifications that could provide more coordination for these systems. The study
also reviewed what types of faults would be required to cause a miscoordination ||

| event and how well these systems are protected against such faults. The review of
'

| potential modifications showed no breakers commercially available at the time that

| coordinated better with downstream breakers and could be installed in existing
cubicles. The conclusion of the study for both the EPE and EPL Systems was that
there was not sufficient justification for major system redesigns and that FSAR
changes would be pursued.

|

|
'

|

:

.

6
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Attachment 1
.10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation.

IEEE 3081974 FSAR Change
Page 2 of10

Pronosed Revision

(See attachment 2 for current wording of both sections.)

Revise FSAR section 8.3.2.2.4 as follows:

"The design of Class IE de power systems complies with the requirements of
IEEE 308-1974 as augmented by Regulatory Guide 1.32. Although full
coordination between protective devices is one of the primary design objectives,
the term "to limit degradation" from section 5.2.l(6) ofIEEE 308-1974 is not
interpreted to require that full coordination in all cases is the minimum
requirement. Protective devices that selectively guard against some but hot all
potential faults have beenjustified in applications where there is a very low fault
probability, there is no impact to the plant safety analysis and redundant
equipment is unaffected.

The Class IE batteries are given a service test at an interval not to exceed 18
months. Additionally, the Class IE battery performance and acceptance tests
comply with Section 5 ofIEEE 450-1975 and/or section 6 ofIEEE 450-1980."

Revise FSAR section 8.3.1.1.2.2 as follows:

" Protective devices on the 600 VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System are ,

selected and set so that a minimal amount of equipment is isolated from the system
for adverse conditions such as a fault. Protective devices that selectively guard

against some but not all potential faults have been justified in applications where
there is a very low fault probability, there is no impact to the plant safety analysis
and redundant equipment is unaffected. The load center breakers are set to protect
the cable feeding the essential motor control centers and coordinate witti essential
motor control center feeder breakers. The relays on the essential load center
transformer feeders are set to protect the transformers and coordinate with the load

center breakers."

s

Safety Review

The 600V Essential Auxiliary Power System (EPE) (Reference 11) is provided to
supply essential power through load centers to 600V essential motor control
centers. 600V essential power is supplied to nuclear safety related auxiliary
equipment required to maintain safe reactor status during the following plant
conditions or design basis events: normal operation, hot and cold shutdown,

_ _ _ _ _ _
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10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation.

IEEE 308-1974 FSAR Change
Page 3 of 10

refueling, safety injection actuation, blackout conditions, safety injection actuation
coupled with blackout, loss of normal feedwater, seismic event, steam generator
tube rupture, main steam line break and inadvertent opening of a steam generator

' relief or safety valve.

The 125 VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System (EPL) (Reference
10) is provided to supply power to nuclear safety related instrumentation and
control loads requiring an uninterrupted power source to maintain safe reactor

:

status during the following plant conditions: normal operation, blackout or loss of-
'

offsite power (LOOP), design basis events (DBE's) including but not limited to
main steam line breaks, steam generator tube rupture accidents and loss of coolant
accidents and blackout or LOOP concurrent with one of these DBE's. '

The locations for faults postulated for these systems are identified in Reference 7.
Reference 7 also includes information about Duke and industry experience with
these types of faults. If one of these postulated faults results in a miscoordination

'

event power will also be lost to some upstream loads. This would result in loss of
various safety related system functions, depending on the location of the fault.
Reference 7 identifies affected systems for various postulated faults. j

\ l

Any one of these postulated faults could only affect a portion of the safety train in
which the fault occurs. Catawba's Fire Protection Plan (Reference 13) provides !

for protection of structures, systems and components important to safe shutdown
such that one train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot standby

'

conditions is free from fire damage. The breaker and fuse coordination taken
credit for in the Fire Protection Plan is unaffected by the questions on breaker
coordination covered by this 50.59 evaluation.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Evaluation

Assumotions

1. This 50.59 evaluation is written from the perspective that these
systems are being intentionally changed from a status of coordinated
to the present state of" selected coordination" as defined in the-
suggested FSAR changes. Since no physical changes are actually
being made to the plant this perception is required to define two
states of existence from which a change can be construed. This is
consistent with the NSAC-125 guidance document, section 4.1.1.:

J

!

!

!

- .
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2. ' Most of this 50.59 evaluation addresses only Unit I circuits and

! equipment. The analysis is the same for the corresponding Unit 2
circuits and equipment.

1. Could the activity increase the probability of an accident evaluated in the SAR?

The FSAR change reduces the level of breaker coordination from a more protected
design to the current situation with the uncoordinated faults as identified in -
Reference 7. The EPE system is not identified as an accident initiator should an
uncoordinated fault occur. However, ifit is assumed that loss of IEMXG is an
accident initiator, it can be evaluated as follows:

.

The PRA evaluation (Reference 9) has determined the increase in the failure
probability of MCC IEMXG, which contains the only uncoordinated postulated .
fault in the Unit 1 EPE System. This value,3.5E-4, is determined to be so small
that when added to the expected frequency of an ANS Condition II Event of
approximately 1-3 events per year, the resulting frequency is not changed to a
higher frequency category. Also, the change is small enough to not cause a
discernible increase in the probability of an accident within the same category.

\
Analyzing the EPL System reveals that an uncoordinated fault involving loss of |
Distribution Center EDA, Distribution Center EDD, Panelboard EPA or |

Panelboard EPD will result in a Loss of Normal Feedwater (FSAR Section 15.2.7)
and a Reactor Trip. Thus, EPL is identified as an accident initiator. A quantifled
change in probability of failure of the above busses due to lack of breaker
coordination is not available. Reference 9 assumed a probability of 1.0 for the

purposes of a sensitivity analysis to Core Damage Frequency. Therefore, an
observation of historical experience for Catawba will be made. No faults resulting )
in protective actions being required and a miscoordination event occurririg have |

been reported at Catawba. ;

!
!

As noted in Reference 9 (PRA evaluation) McGuire Nuclear Station has
experienced one such fault. This fault occurred in September 1987 and is
discussed in NRC Information Notice 88-45. This incident involved the loss of
nonessential power to a portion of the main turbine control system which
generated a turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip. The incident was initiated by ,

a fault in a nonsafety compressor motor. No reports have been located dealing
with a miscoordination incident on a safety related power system at either

McGuire or Catawba Nuclear Station.
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Reference 9 reports an expected frequency of such faults of 5.0E-2 per reactor
year. This number (1 fault in 20 reactor years) was derived considering operation
of both units at both plants (Catawba and McGuire) through 1991 and 1989
respectively. Considering the total experience of both plants to date (~36 reactor
years) indicates an expected frequency of 2.8E-2 (1/36) such faults per reactor
year. It is assumed that all faults resulting in protective action being required and
a miscoordination event occurring provides an upper bound to the increase in
accident frequency due to reduced breaker coordination. Foi!owing the argument
presented above for the EPE System, the W_ frequency of a Reactor Trip
would increase from 1-3 eventsiper year to 1.03-3.03 events per year. Similarly,
this frequency is still in the same ANS Condition Il Catego:y. Additionally, this
increase is not considered a discemible increase within the same category.

This FSAR change and supporting 50.59 evaluation focuses on the issues related
to a random fault resulting in unnecessary loss of equipment, instrumentation and .

'

control due to not having " complete coordination". In some cases this postulated
fault may result in the initiation of a transient (FSAR Chapter 15 Accident) such as
a " reactor / turbine trip" or a " loss of normal feedwater". In other cases the fault !

may not be noticed with respect to plant operations but may put the unit closer to#

trip conditions or leave the unit with less accident mitigation el uipment availablel
should an accident occur due to this fault or independently through some other
me' 4. Accident mitigation equipment will be addressed under the 50.59
questions associated with consequences.

Referring to a letter (Reference 15) from Charles Rossi, Director of OEA/NRR,
dated 5/10/89 on the NSAC-125 " Guidance Document For 10CFR50.59
Evaluations", the following conclusions can be drawn:

'

Reference 15 indicates that sometimes changes can be made to a plant that may

slightly increase the probability of an accident and the changes are still acceptable
with respect to the 50.59 criteria. Reference 15 also advises that a large body of

.

knowledge has been developed in the area of event frequency and risk significant
sequences through plant specific studies and that increases in these events are
important insofar as they increase the frequency of core damage. Reference 9
supports the position that the impact on core damage frequency has been
adequately addressed and that this change in the licensing basis (FSAR change) is
within the guidelines of Reference 15. That is, the expected increase in
core damage frequency is low enough to complement the argument that any
theoretical increase in frequency of an ANS Condition Il accident is not'

discemible.

1

,

- - - - - -e -
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2. Could the activity increase the consequences of an accident evaluated in the |

SAR7

No, the consequences of accidents evaluated in the SAR are not impacted by this
FSAR change. The accident analysis assumes one complete train of safety related
equipment is not available for accident mitigation purposes. The unavailability of
one complete train of accident mitigation equipment, for example, can result from
the failure of a Diesel Generator dming an accident sequence involving a " Loss of

Offsite Powef' (FSAR Section 15.2.6). The issue of breaker coordination does not
change ~these assumptions as no common mode failures (failures which can affect
both redundant trains) are identified. The single failure analyses presented in
Table 8-8 for the "Onsite Power System" and Table 8-10 "125 VDC Vital I & C
Power System" are not compromised by this FSAR change.

1

3. Could the activity create the possibility for an accident of a different type than
any evaluated in the SAR?

No. The only concern with lack of breaker coordination is the potential tripping of
the upstream breaker rather than the breaker closest to the fault. Should this occur,
the effect is "non-minimized loss of equipment". No accidents different than those
previously evaluated can occur. Since faul's have already been evaluated which
can make unavailable as much as one channel of the EPL System (Table 8-10) and
one entire train of the 4160 volt switchgear (Table 8-8) with bounding results, no

new accidents are created.

4. Could the activity increase the probability of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety evaluated in the SAR7

Referring to the NSAC-125 guidance document for 50.59 evaluations (Reference
14), an increase in the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety evaluated in the SAR is deemed to exist if either of the following is true:

s i

a) a change that degrades below the design basis the performance of a safety
system assumed to function in the accident analysis.

b) a change that increases challenges to safety systems assumed to function in the
accident analysis such that safety system performance is degraded below the
design basis without compensating effects.
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i Note: A challenge to a safety system requires that safety system to perform.

| Therefore, the unavailability of a safety system, if not also an accident

| initiator, does not challenge that safety system. For example, loss of DC power

| to a channel of a protection system (SSPS), may reduce the subsequent trip
i logic from 2/4 to 1/3, but not interrupt unit operations. This is not viewed as a

'

challenge to safety systems. However, loss of power to the Feedwater
Containment Isolation valves will cause a " Loss of Normal Feedwater" and;

| therefore, challenge safety systems (e.g. Auxiliary Feedwater).

! With respect to (a) above, this FSAR change does not degrade, below the design

| basis, any safety systems assumed to function in the accident analysis since there

i are no common cause failures which would affect both trains of any safety system.

j Minimum safeguards assumptions are made in the accident analysis which

j assumes one train of each redundant safety related system is not available for

: accident mitigation purposes. This is a requirement of the " single failure
criterion".

| With respect to (b) above, this FSAR change does not increase the challenges to
j safety systems assumed to function in the accident analysis such that safety system

i performance is degraded below the design basis. ' As discussedln the answer to

! question #1, the increase in the probability of an accident has been evaluated as

|
not discernible. Furthermore, a fault in the EPL System that does not initiate a

'

transient would not challenge safety systems.

Reference 9 quantified the increase in probability of failure of MCC IEMXG
(EPE System) due to uncoordinated conditions and assessed this increase as
insignificant. An increase in failure probability of 3.5E-4 per reactor year was
calculated and when compared to the expected failure probability of 5.1.E-2 ierl
reactor year, this represents an increase of 0.7%; which is evaluated as
insignificant. It should be noted that no components powered by 1EMXG are
accident initiators and all components are recoverable (Reference 9). Therefore, a
fault affecting IEMXG will not necessarily challenge any safety systems.

5. Could the Activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety evaluated in the SAR7

No. The consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety are not
increased based on the discussion in Questions 2 above and 6 below. In order for
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the consequences of a malfunction of equipment to be affected, a new unbounded
failure mode would have to be created. As demonstrated in the responses to
Questions 2 and 6, this has not occurred.

,

6. Could the activity create the possibility for a malfunction of a different type
than any evaluated in the SAR7

No. Lack of full breaker coordination in the EPL and EPE systems could
potentially result in the loss of power to a 125 VDC distribution center or a 600
VAC motor control center, which are already evaluated in the FSAR in Tables 8-8 )
and 8-10. Therefore, no new malfunctions are created. |

,

7. Could the activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical specification? 1

No. Margin of safety dermed in the bases to the Technical Specifications is
ultimately related to the confidence in the fission product barriers. Without a

,

breach of a fission product barrier, whether it be fuel pellet melting from
exceeding centerline fuel temperature limits or cladding integrity breakdown from
excessive DNB, no source term would exist which could threaten the health and
safety of the public. Even with fuel damage, adequate performance of the
remaining fission product barriers (reactor coolant pressure boundary if not a
LOCA, containment boundary and filtration systems) can greatly limit the event in
terms of dose. It is from this perspective of the " defense in depth" concept that the
Technical Specifications are based.

The relevant Tech. Specs. for this change are 3/4.8.1 AC Sources ,3/4.8.2 DC
Sources and 3/4.8.3 Onsite Power Distribution. The underlying assumptions in the
bases for these specifications are having at least one redundant set of onsite AC
and DC power sources operable during accident conditions following an assumed
" Loss of Offsite Power" and a single failure of the other source. During periods of
time .when one D/G is inoperable there is an additional action to verify that all
required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on the
remaining operable D/G are also operable. This requirement provides assurance
that a " Loss of Offsite Power" will not result in a complete loss of safety function
of critical systems.

A complete loss of critical safety functions can occur due to the existence of

common mode failures (failures that defeat both redundant trains related to a

__ _
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particular function) or a single failure of an SSC during a time period when one of
two redundant SSC's is already unavailable (beyond design basis) and the

.

associated action statement is goveming the status of the function (since the LCO |

for that particular component can not be met). Single failures are not assumed for |

SSC's for which an action statement is governing further plant operations and the |
1associated allowed outage time was derived commensurate with the importance of

the particular SSC that is inoperable and the level of degradation.

This FSAR change does not affect any of the assumptions or implications in the
bases to these applicable Technical Specifications. No common mode failures will
result from a lack of full breaker coordination. No physical changes to the plant

| are being made; therefore no fission product barriers are affected. The accident
I analysis endpoints that describe the performance of the fission product barriers

(e.g. DNB, dose consequences) is also not affected when considering the
difference in performance of the electrical protective devices (breakers not

,

I minimizing loss of equipment due to miscoordination events) between having
" complete coordination" and having the uncoordinated faults identified in

| Reference 7. No safety limits, setpoints or limiting safety system settings are
'

affected by this FSAR change and no changes to any of these parameters (Tech.
Spec. changes) are required to facilitate this FSAR change with6ut impact to any
accident analyses. Therefore, the margin of safety defined in the bases to the
Technical Specifications is not reduced.

Conclusion

This evaluation concludes no Unreviewed Safety Questions are created by this
change. FSAR changes are required and outlined on page 2. No Technical
Specification changes are required.

References,

I
'

l. NRC Inspection Report NOS. 50-413/92-01 and 50-414/92-01 dated March 18,
1992. *
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(,, .
2)_ SIG (Ground Overcunent) Coordinated with worse case 50G or SIG

3) 50B (Breaker Failure OC) 120% Bus Fulllead Cunent

4) 62B (Breaker Failure Timer) (Breaker Operation Tirne) + (50B
Reset Time) + 2 Cycles

11. Motor Protection

ANSI Number and Function Egging

1) 50/51 (Instantaneousfl~une 501.73 X lacked Rotor Cumnt
Delayed OC) 51-125 to 200% Fuu Imad Current

(Coonlinated with Motor Starting and-

normal Damap Curve)

2) 500 (Ground Overcunent) 5 Amps at 6 Cycles |.

111. Transformer Protection
'

ANSI Number and Function Estling

1) 50/51 (Inst./ Tune Delayed OC) 501.73 X Maximum low Side Fault Current
51 125 to 150% Transformer Fuu Lead
Current

2) SOG (Ground Overcurrent) ' 5 Amps at 6 Cycles |

.

To avoid protective relay trip setpoint drift problems, all Class 1E relays are tested periodically to verify (s

N \,the relays are within specified limits and are re calibrated if required.

8.3.1.1.2.2 600VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System

2 Note:
'

2 This section of the FSAR contains information on the design bases and design criteria of this
2 system / structure. Additional information that may assist the reader in understanding the system is
2 contained in the design basis document (DBD) for this system / structure.

De 600VAC Essential Auxihary Power System supplies power to the 600 volt essential motor control
~

centers which m located in load concentration areas thmughout the plant. Connected to the essential
motor control centers m all of the 600 voh essential loads which require power during accident
conditions and non essentialloads which are required to be disconnected during echt conditions. Two
essential motor control centers (IEMXG and 2EMXH) are provided to supply power to loads which are
shared between the two units, e.g. Control Area Chilled Water System. *lhe Train A loads, fed from
motor control center IEMXG, are identified in Table 8 6 in the remarks column. The corresponding
Train B toads are fed from 2EMXH. His system is shown on Figure 8 21.

The only non Class IE loads which can be powered from the Class IE AC systems during an accident are
the AC emerpacy lighting transformers and the hydrogen igniter transformers. These loads are
automatically disconnected on a LOCA signal and are given a permissive signal which allows manual
connection after all LOCA loads are sequenced on. The AC emergency lighting transformers are powered
from 600 volt Class IE motor control centers IEMXA, IEMXJ,2EMXA and 2EMXJ. The hydrogen /

igniter transformers are fed from 600 volt Class IE motor control centers IEMXI, IEMXB,2EMXI and \

2EMXB. ,

y

s-24 (01 OCT 1993)
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The 600VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System is divided into two redundant and independent safety'

trains, each of which consists of two load centers and their associated motor control centers. Each load
center normally receives power from its associated 4160 volt essential switchgear via a separate 1500KVA,
4160/600 volt essentialload center transformer. ne two load centers in each safety train are provided

.with a spare transformer which can be manually connected to either load center should the normal load
center transformer be unavailable. A key interlock scheme is provided to prevent the spare transformer
from being connected to both load centers simultaneously.'

In the event of a blackout or blackout coupled with a LOCA, the diesel generator load sequencer
automatically sheds the load centers by tripping the load center incoming breakers. Essential loads

t required during the blackout or blackout /LOCA condition are then automatiently sequenced onto their
i respective bus by the sequencer.

'

,

Protection devices on the 600VAC Essential-Auxihary Power System are selected and set to achieve a-

selective tripping scheme so that a minimal amount of equipment is isolated from the system for adverse
conditions such as a fault. ne load center breakers are set to protect the cable feeding the essential
motor control centers and coordinate with essential motor control center feeder breakers, ne relays on
the essential load center transformer feeders are set to protect the transformers and coordinate with the

load center breakers.

The protective relay settings for essential systems / equipment are calculated based on equipment
manufacturer's data and system parameters. The initial setpoints are verified during system
pre operational testing. The setpoints are determined as follows:

( ANSI Number and Function Ssiting y
1) Ioad Center incoming Breakers Set to protect the cable and equipment'

and coordinate with feeder breaker
settings.

2) Load Center Feeder Breakers Set to protect the cable and equipment.

To avoid protective relay trip setpoint drift problems, all Class IE relays are tested periodically to verify
the relays are within specified limits and are re calibrated 81 required.

Refer to Section 8.3.1.4, " Independence of Redunhnt Systems" on page 8 39 for a description of the
separation of redundant equipment in the 600VAC Essential Auxiliary Power System and to Section
8.3.1.3, " Physical Identification of Class IE Eo;.dpment" on page 8 38 for a detailed description of the
physicalidentification of safety related equipment.

.

The instrumentation and control power for each redundant train of the 600VAC Essential Auxiliary
Power System is supplied from the corresponding train of the 125VDC Vital Instrumettation and Control

,

Power System as shown in Table 8 7. For a further discussion of the 125VDC vital system, refer to

Section 8.3.2.1.2.j, "125VDC and 120VAC Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System" on
.

page 8-44.
4

8.3.1.1.2.3 Testing

8.3.1.1.2.3.1 Preoperational Testing
.

Preoperational testing of the Class IE ac system is performed in accordance with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.41 to verify proper design, installation, and operation. He preoperation test programi
for the emergency diesel generators is described in Section 8.3.1.1.3.10. " Prototype Qualification Program"

on page 8 33.

8 25
(01 OCT 1993)
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The 125VDC and 120VAC Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System loads are separated into
redundant load groups such that the loss of any one load group does not prevent the performance of the
minimum required safety functions.

The 125VDC Diesel Essential Auxiliary Power System is separated into two independent trains, one per ,

diesel. The loss of any one train does not prevent the required safety functions of the redundant diesel
generator.

.

Each de load group of the vital instrumentation and control systems, and each train of the diesel essential
de system are supplied by a separate and independent battery and battery charger. The battery / battery:

charger combinations have no automatic interconnections between trains or load groups.
,

8.3.2.2.4 Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.32, IEEE Standard 30819 74, and IEEE Standard
4501975 and IEEE 4501980

The design of Class IE de power systems complies with the requirements of IEEE 3081974 as augmented
,

by Regulatory Guide 1.32. The Class IE batteries are given a service test at an interval not to exceed 18
months. Additionally, the Class IE battery performance and acceptance tests comply with Section 5 of
IEEE 450-1975 and/or section 6 of IEEE 4501980.

8.3.2.2.5 Class 1E Equipment Qualification Requirements

The seismic and environmental qualifications of Class IE de power system equipment are discussed in
Sections 3.10 " Seismic Qualification of Seismic Category 1 Instmmentation and Electrical Equipment"~

,

)
on page 3 214 and 3.11. " Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment"'on
page 3-218, respectively. \ ,

8.3.2.3 Physical identification of Class 1E Equipment

The physicalidentification of the Class IE de systeins equipment is discussed in Section B.3.1.3," Physical
identification of Class IE Equipment" on page 8 38.

8.3.2.4 Independence of Redundant Systems

The independence of redundant Class IE de systems is discussed in Section 8.3.1.4, " Independence of
Redundant Systems" on page 8-39.

THIS IS THE LAST PAGE OF THE CHAPTER 8 TEXT PORTION.

$

-
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NUCLEAR ENGINEERINO GROUPi
i

f ENGINEERING CALCULATION PROCEDURE APPLICABI1EIY CHECKLIST

!

! Description of Analysis
'
4

1he Severe Accident Analysis Section (SAAS) received a request from Catawba Electrical
-i

;

Engineering to evaluate the significance of the absence of breaker coordinadon on portionsJ

of the 125V de VitalI & C System (EPL) and the 600V ac Essential Auxiliary Powerj
System (EPB) distribution centers. The increase in the core melt frequency resuldng from

|

I
|

|
system failure should be determined along with any appropriate sensitivity studies.

! I
!
t

!

Determination of QA Condition 1 Applicability

YES NO

E>es this analysis determine the presence'or absence of an
unreviewed safety question? .* y
Does this analysis justify a change in a Technical Specification
limit or verify the acceptability, of a current Technicaly
Specificationlimit?

Does this analysis justify a design or a change in the performance-
or design of safety-related structures, systems, or components?y
Does this analysis modify or justify the licensing basis safety

y analysis?

Is this analysis intended to provide the basis for, or input to, other
.

safety-related analyses?y

If the answer to any of the above questions is yes, then this analysis is safety related and must be
classified as a QA Condition 1 Item. As such,it must satisfy the requirements of NE-103.

Ponn NE 103.1 Revision 0

w
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j NOT
i YES APPLICABLE
'

i
.

A description of the analysis has been entered on Form NE-
|

| K 103.1.
I

j
'

'Ihe QA Condition of the calculation has been dwudnedj
on Form NE.103.1 and entered on Form PR-101.1.

| X
'

Design methods and procedures have been referenced. .

i

!
-

|
|

Design criteria have been identified.

| Y \

|
Input data and assumptions are valid and properly
documented.

| K .

! All computer programs are properly identified, documented.
-

|j
and ex:cuted consistently with their deribation.

| K,

,

! All computer prop _ms have beca certified in accordance ,

X with NE-103. .

'

The calculation has been presented in sufficient detail to

[ permit an adequate review.

Calculation and analytical methodologies are consistent with
approved methodologies and numerical results' have been

N verified.

X , Conclusions and results are consistent with the calculations.
-

s-

.

%.. . - ..
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BREAKER COORDINATION EVALUATION FOR THE 125V DC VITAL 1 & C POWER
4

i

SYSTEM (EPL) ANDTHE600V AcESSENTIAL AUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEM(EPE)i -
.

,

! 1.0 Statement Of Pmblem
*

i
'Ite Severe Accident Analysis Section (SAAS) received a request from Catawba

|
'

Electrical Engineering to evaluate the signi%w of the absence of breaker cos.dioation
! on portions of the 125V de Vitall & C System (EPL) and the 600V ac Essential Auxiliary
i Power System (EPE) distribudon centers. The increase in the core melt frequency-
| resuldng from system failure should be determined along with any ayyady4iate seasidvity

-

i
1

smdies (Ref. 9.1).!,
,

i, 2.0 Relation to OA Conditions
,

.

|
Because this calculation is used to justify a design in safety-related systems and

;

r.omponents, it is classified as OA Onndition I.
~

;.

j
'

>

! .

1 Analvtical Model Emnloved*

i 3.0
,

!

The Catawba Probabilisde Risk Assessment (PRA) report serves as the basis for this-
|

evaluadon. All appropriate portions and corresponding data will be used.
i -

.

!

i 4.0 Annlienble Codes and Standards

:

! N/ A
i

*

i

j s.O oerien incuts -

\
See Reference 9.2!

4 1

6.0 FSAR Criteria .

N/ A

7.0 Assmnntions

All asrumptions made are included in the body of this calculation.

.
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:

i 8.0 Eneinerdne Judements
!
I None
1

9.0 References

| 9.1 Letter from R. E. Mardn (USNRC) to D. L. Rehn (Vice President, Catawba
i Nuclear Station); 9/14S4 (Attachment 1) |

: 4'

| 9.2 Memo from Allen Dickard (Catawba Electrical Engineering) to Paul Farish
,

(Nuclear Engineering); 7//S4 (Attachment 2)
-

! 9.3 Catawba Probabilistic Risk Assessment Report: Rev.1; File: CN-1535.00; 9/22S2 j
i

f 9.4 Duke Drawing CN-1705-01.01: One Line Diagram; 125 V de Vital I & C Power

! System (EPL); Rev. 8; dated 1/20S4
i

| 9.5 FAX transmission from Allen Dickard (Catawba Electrical Engineering) to Gary

i Cruzan (Nuclear Engineering); 9/30S4 (Attachment 3)
! \,

!.
I 10.0 Calenlations

'

t.

j Attachment 2 (Ref. 9.2) provides .much of the background .information for this
a

j invesdgation. The evaluations are carried out for Unft 1. Due to plant similaritics, it is
,

'

assumed that the results for Unit 2 will be identical.

I 10.1 EPL System-
t

j Per Ref. 9.2, since the EPL System is an ungrounded system, the postulated faults
!

]
require that either a simultaneous posidve-to-ground and negadve-to-ground fault
occur' or a double line (positive to-negative-line) fault occur. 'Ibe former . type of*

fault requires that two failures occur, which is beyond the requhements of the
1

| single failure criterion and the design basis of the plant. Should a singic line-to-.

ground fault occur, the power system will remain unaffected; however, a ground
fault detector will alert the control room operator via both an annunciator and

) computer alarm.

From Ref. 9.2, the latter type of fault is extremely unlikely. To illustrate this, the
site conducted a thorough study of both the Nuclear Plant Reliability Databasej

i System (NPRDS) for all U.S. nuclear plants as well as the Catawba PRA (Ref. 9.3).
Failure discoveries made at Catawba since 1985 and al1U.S. plants since 1990'were

| analyzed. Only three reported cases were found where a double fault occurred on ae

de system. One case at Catawba involving a shorted lamp holder was attributed to
improper Installation during previous maintenance activities. The other two cases

'

,
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occurred at other utilities and involved component failures within battery chargers.
In both cases, plant status was reported to not have been affected. No reported cases
were found that involved double line faults attributed to cable failures. The risk of
cable failures is further reduced at Catawba since 2KV-rated, interlocked armor |

'

cable is used throughout the plant. Finally, engineering personnel at ather utilities
were contacted regarding their experiences with faults on safety-related de power
systems. No faults capable of challenging the EPL System were aported.

i

Faults were postulated at several paints on the EPL System (refer to Ref. 9.4 and'

Attachment 2). He worst case faults usult'in a loss of one of four load group
distribution centers, IEDA,1EDB, IEDC, or 1EDD.1hese load group distributiott

'

. centers are i... ~6.st to aa=*1 plant operadon but.none are essential for<plancy
shutdown.' Load Group Distribution Center 1 EDA is auctionected with power from
Diesel Generator Control Panel.1A to provide a highly reliable power . supply for
train A VitalI & C Power Distribution Center 1EDE. Train B Vitall & C power on
IEDF is similarly powered from Distribution Center 1EDD and Diesel Generator

Control Panel IB. The Auctioneered Distribution Centers IEDE and IEDF are
essential for plant shutdown. None of the faults em =A caused the complete loss

*

of Auctioneered Distribution Center IEDE, although power from one of the two
Auctioneered Diode Assemblics providing power to IEDE would be lost when its
associated load group distribution center falls by fault. De second of the
auctioneered distribution center's power supp!!cs is a train of the 125V de Diesel*

Essential Auxiliary Power System which is unaffected by any of the documented-

breaker coordination problems.Therefore,it follows that the loss of any one of the
four load group distribution centers above poses no significant effect on a unit's

'

core damage probability.

To confirm this conclusion, the Catawba PRA results were examined in light of
these potential faults. One of the inidators evaluated in the Catawba PRA is the
Loss of Vital I & C Power Bus (T14) which, for Catawba, is Auctioneered
Distribution Center IEDF (Train B control power). Per Ref. 9.3, the T14 initiating
frequency calculated for Catawba is 5.0E-02/yr. The resulting total CDF, as
calculated with the Risk Management Query Sy' stem (RMQS) module of the
CAPTA (fault tree analysis) software,is 7.76E-09vr.

Sandtivity Analysis - When the T14 event is assumed to occur (i.e., probability
-

.

= 1.0), RMQS calculates a total CDF of 7.88E-05/yr., an Innemme of 1 M 06 or .
1.55%. This is considered to be an insignificant additional contribudon.
Herefore, it is evident that most of the cutsets pertaining to the load group
distribution centers are not of a high enough probability to significantly
con.nbute to the overall CDF.

Since the risk of core damage due to the loss of load group distribution centers is
even less than the risk due to the loss of the auctioneered distribution centers, and
since a large change it, the probability of the loss of the auctioneered distribution

'

centers is of little significance to the overall CDF, it is ennetuded that an

- -- _
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!
imo,uw.. . t of load wenn distribution centers' breaker coordinatinn will have a I
neelleible effect on the risk of core darnmee.;

10.2 EPE System -
!

Per Ref. 9.2, the incoming breakers for motor control centers (MCCs) 1EMXA,
1EMXB, IEMXC,1EMXD, IBMXE,1EMXF, IBMXI,1EMXJ.1EMXK, and
1EMXL are coordiaad for the' worst case postulated fault at the first cable
terminadon outside the MCC. MCC IBMXG udlizes two iaeamia* breakers
because it can be powered from either Unit 1 load center IELXA or Unit 2 load
center 2ELXA. It is wr.Liwd that MCC 1EMXG is not coordinated because Ms.
incoming supply breakers (P03A from load center 1ELXA or P06A from load
center 2ELXA) will open for a large instantaneous current before the individual
load breaker to Unit 1 ControlRoom Air Handling Unit (AHU) #1, P050. All other

loads on MCC IEMXG are fed from smaller breakers and cables with lower
.

'

maximum fault current for which the incoming breakers are coordinated.'

De loads supplied by 1EMXO are shown in Amehment 3 (Ref. 9.5) and consist of
the following:

\ .

various HVACcomponctus.

the feeder to power panelboard transformer IEKTG, which supplies control
.

*

room ventilation system control power
-

valves RN54A, RN57A, & RN63A which are involved in the swapping of+

the Nuclear Service Water System from its normal intake source, Lake
Wylie, to its assured source, the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond .
(SNSWP), during a low RN pumphouse pit level or high containment
pressure signal

MCC 1EMXO,'which provides power to several other RN valves involved in i"'e

the swap fromlake to pond

Note that all ot these components are recoverable.
*

The RMQS file (referenced in Secdon 10.1 above) was checked for the,

.contribudon to core melt of breaker P03A. This component (as well as other ,

components associated with MCC IEMXG) was not in the RMQS file. Likewise,
!

RMQS was inspected for the contribution of the RN valves and none were found.
.

Hus, given that these components are not included in the high CDF contribution
cut sets, and given that a loss of the affected components is recoverable, it may be
assumed that theio'ss of IEMXG:poserno:significant' impact on'thevcoreMamager;

probability. * ,

- - .-. . _
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To verify this assumption, a seview of the Essential Auxiliary Power System fault
tree, as found in Catawba PRA Appendix A.16, was performed assuming

.
coordinated conditions. Using the basic event probabilities found therein, the
failure probability of IEMXG will be the following:

l PROBABILITYTIEM l DESCRIPTION

P1ELXA loss of power on 600V ac load center IELXA 1.1E-04

PACEMXOCLT breaker 1ELXA 5B transfers posidon 1.2E-05

PACOF3ACLT breaker IBMXG-P03A transfers position 1.2E-05 -

PACEMXOBLP bus fault on 1EMXG 4.8E 06

PACEMXO'IRM unscheduledmaintenance on IEMXO 3.9E-07

L4E-04-

For an uncoordinated condition, the failure probability of IEMXG will thus be the
above probability plus the sum of the faults to AHU #1 which will open breaker
F03A before opening breaker F05C.To find an appropriate value for the frequency
of qualifying AHU #1 faults, the NPRDS file was searched for industry fan fauhs
which could have produced fault catents much higher than the individualload
breaker setting. Out of 235 fan failure events reported, only four are envisioned to
have involved large instantaneous overcurrent or catastr'ophic occurrences which
are necessary to trip breaker P03A before breaker F05C. The NPRDS file contains-

1304 similar fan loads which have been in service approximately 100,000,000
'

hours over the past ten years. De failure rate is then about 4E-08/hr or
approximately 1E-06 for a 24 hour mission time, or roughly two orders of
magnitude lower than the coordinated failure prc,bability for 1EMXG.

Semitivity Annivsis - If we increase the AHU #1 breaker fault probability by.

an order of magnitude, the resulting fallure probability for IEMXG will be
1.4E-04 + 1E-05 = 13E-04: or an increase of about 2J5

nerefore, since the AHU #1 breaker failure probabbity is relatively small (even
.

when increased by an order of magnitude), it is concluded that the uncoordinated
situation for the MPE Svam hat a nen11eihte imonet on the PRA and does not
affect the overall Catawba CDF.

*

11.0 conclusions

11.1 Based upon a review of the 125V de VitalI & C System and the Catawba PRA
CDF high contribution cutsets, it is concluded that an improvement of the load
group distribution centers' breaker coordind.on will have a negligible effect on the
risk of core damage.

11.2 When uncoordinated conditions are assumed, the failure probability for MCC
IEMXG (or 2EMXH) is approximately the same as when coordinated conditions
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are assumed (even when increased by an order of magnitude). Ther' fore, basede

upon this informadon and considering that the components affected by the loss of
IEMXO are not included in the high contribution CDF cut sets, the uncoordinated
situation for the EPE System has a negligible impact on the PRA and does not

-

affectthe overall Catawba CDF.

.
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ATTACHNENT 1. PaA For EPL and EFE Systems- * *

.s. t
a UMft1D STATES

'

1 NUCLEAR REGuiATORY COMMLSSION
,

'

waimomorow. e.e.m.

'

# Septacber 14. 1994 -

,,

~

' Mr. D'. L Reba
Vice President - Catsuba S h .*

Deka Power -

4800 Concord *

York. SC 29T45
*

.

SUBJECT: R80usst POR AintTicanL DrossrTGt CN ELECTR2AL BRENER

C00ADDIGICR,387, 283EB)CATAMBA NUCLEAR STATION. INIT N05.1 Am 2
(TAC MDB. 25

*
-

,

Dear ler. ashot
.,

1he ETectrical.Distrihettas 4staa Functissal (IDEFI at
the Catauba Neclear station Ustts 1 and I, from 13 to 14,
1992, identified a safety-significant deviaties fres a written esmuttuost as
followst.-

-.
.

$
'IEEEB-0800 Standard Ilerier Plan, states es 8.3.1-5 ther".- *

story entda 1.3a. e] is based sa meett
spesific geidelfses Ya

'

(of a design.

tch anderses tha of Bestrical and*-

Eestrantes meers (IIII) standard 313. IIIE Steadsrd 305-1974,
'Stendard Crt a for Class IE pesar
Generating Stattens,* states is Seatte% stems for Abclear Feuers 5.3.1 that protective devices
shall be provided to Itait the es et Class IE peuer .

The licensee's Flaal Safety Anal is Report en statas.

that the systen umsts the reestroomsts of
Sechten d.3.1.1.2.1 states in ,that va devices en the 600-

i
'

VAC Essential Aust11ary Peuer are to achieve 4 seleettve
-

1

tripptog schema so that a mia ausent, of equigemat is isolated for sa
adverse seeditise seek as a fault....." .,

The NRC staff concluded that the Duha Pouer ' (OPC or licensee) haddeviated free.this comitment in that, the tweakers to all the
essenttal 808 voit altarmattee currest (V ac) centers )_are
set coordinated trith the breakers from the NCCs. Perther 125
vel direct currest de) . tastremestattes and costrel poser,unided-case

la the di buttee centers are ast coordiasted for s11 fealts.
.

~

In an attempt to datarsine the impact es plaat risk of thesa breakars that
both the staff and DPC unre ancoettiaated, and ta further assurance
that the ****w the Teck of caerdtaatten were i ignificant,theINC
staff, en h 6.1953, sent a request for addittamal taformation

. DPC asking for (1) the locations of faelta of any kled that could feed (RAI) toto
. ~. eccordinated betskars in tha 125-V de vital tastrumastation and contret power

system and la the 400-V as assaattal sanct11 ocuer systes.,(t) the identity-

of the breakars, (3) the leads served, and ( 'the -P~ of losing thesafety loads affected. '

-.

i

af *
.

.

h D m & A*** m
'

1 i | LO ) 1 ~ }}
' 'r -

.- . .- . .. .. _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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i D. Rehn -1- Septaber 14, 1994
1. .

OPC responded.te the staff on Feb' nary 7,1994 and as March f.,19s4 des
1 copies of breaker coordinatten curves and system one-line dradens shoutagj locations fer the est probable verst-case faalts the associata'd fault
i . carnats, and the breakurs that would not coordina,te la casa of de danble-line
i or three-phase faults vers sahaitted. The licenses also sabetttad the.

i calculations es ubick the fault currents were based and a list of leads that
J.

could not he pouared if some breakses were not cosidianted.-

1 The fulC staff has deterstead that it cuanot accept WC's tu change
the FIAR camattaants rather. than the breakars themselses on the basisof the taformattes sahmitted g to this time. The kmi

;
accameanied by=an appropriata evalsatten sees to tha esquiremmets of

;
lo cpt se.ss, h tha folieulag IRC guidace, as stah ta tenerie Lett

changes Thats u d . Further the proposal is est
ii consistant wit i

as-15. *Etestric power systems - tandequata centret over essign rescassess'er
'

!
.

~ '
"

"f.ack of breaker casedinaties can create the setential for em
'

.

macceptable level of easipment less during (salt conditions..

Thus, the designs of thus electrical systes were met fully in
conformace with Coc-17.* 1

-

.

&
-

Is Information Ilotica lie. 38-45, ' Problems la Protactive telty and Circisit. I 1
; Breaker Comediaattoa " the staff's positihn is stated as ; i

j 'This inforesties metice is being peeridad to alert addressees to
a poteattally significant probles concorsing the'possibla lack ofa

: protective relay and circa,it breaksr coordtaattoe?

! DPC has todicated thak it camast easily restare breaker coordlaation by
'

'

* racking la* Peplacement breakars since there are as appropriate replaammust
-

breakers availele that will coordinata and fit te the existint embicles.
I In en===sy, the NIIC staff requests that OPC stevide e further sabaittal, in
i accordance with the istoms of it CFR 54.13 that justifies a propesad

-

! amendenat to the is lieu of replacing the, breakers. This semittal me-

j reference er include relevant information already sahuttted en this.issee. TIf
! probabilistic risk assassanat (ptA) teetai are used te quastify the risk

of leaving the trienksrs.saccordtaated the ion of the increase in risk
should be suffictatly detailed and rigorous to that the failure to
coordtaate was14 ast tably tacrossa the ungsitude of a risk seasure
such as the core dange dont fWequency. If avattable Orc should Tosialei

i inforestian about the frequency of cable and ICC fatisres,se that the staff -

! can datermine the frequency of the initiating events and the ressitant eksage
: to the frequency. If practical, DFC should also show by a

sensitivity anal sis, that order.of engnitale changes la the assum,ed paramateri -

| ; values used ta PRA would not invalidata the conclusions of the pRA.
-

i -

|i
. .. .

~
...

,

.- ,: .

. .
.

f4

4 .

j . .

4

.

i
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,.p. /, +D. Rahn ~3- ~$eptember 14, 1994;
,

i
OPC's submittal should also describe the extent of plant modificathas that:

| would be necessary in order to restore breaker coordination, including the
number and type of.4reakars and cubicles to be replaced and the extent to

! which cables would need to be redrawn to avoid splicts.
:

To enable the continuance of our review of this matter, we request that DPC
provida its response to thie letter at the ear 11aat practical data. This*

.

requirement affects. fewer than ten respondents, and therefers it is not
subject to Ofilce of Management and Budget revier under,P.L. 4511.; .

s

j Sincersiy,
* * '*- '

!

- --

,

.

.
Robert E. i , senior Prpject Manager-

: Prodoet 01rsctorate II-3-
; Dit sien of Reactor Pro.fects - I/II

-

.

Offica of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ",
. '

! s-
.

! . .

: Dockat Nos. 50-413 and 50-414
j . . .

,

-

r .

i .cc: See next pa04 '

; . s
. .
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Mr. David L. Raka Catauba Nuclear Station
--

Duke Power Company

-ect
Mr.1.1 Yaylor Mr. Marvin 51akula. Chier*

.

latory Compliance Manager Pro,iect Branch #3
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory .Conmissioer

Power Campany
4800 concord smad 101 Harletta Street. IN. suite 1900

.
,

'

York, South. Carolina 19745 Atlanta. Searsfa 30333*
.

A. V. Carr, Esquire North Carolina G ectric Haabership ,

Duka power Corporattes |
,

422 south Church 't P. O. Box 27306
'

Charlotte, North Carolina 28242-0001 Raleigha North Carolina 27611 -
.

.

'

.J. Richael McGarry, !!!,' Esquire seatet Resident IEsps. k'

.

Wlasten and straum Resta 1. Ses 179 N
*

1400 L Street, lef York. South Caroltaa 19745.

Vashington. D, C, 20005 Regicaal Adstatstrator. Regica 11'

North.carelina Municipal Power U. 5. Natisar tagulatory Ceamission
Agency Nasher 1 101 Marietta streat IGf. satte R$00 -

1427 Headouvood Boulevard Atlanta, Georgia 16283
-

.

i

P. O.*Bar 25513 5
Raleigh, North Carolina 27616 0513 Mar. Batarts. Chief

sareau of Radiological Hemith '

* Mr. T. Richard ar South Caro 11aa Department of
Health and E' vireaanstal control

.

~Muclear Technical ens Manager a
Westinghause Electric Corporattoa 1500 8011 Street .

Carolinas District Columbta, $duth Carolina 23201*

2709 Matar R1 Parkway, Salta 430.

Charlotte, Caroliaa 23217 . Mr. G A.
Licenslog

.

Coun Manager of York Cesaty Quka Power Ceapany-

*

York Courthousa .P. 0. 8sx 1006
York, seu Caroitaa 2S745 Charlotte, North Carolina 23201-1006,

' Richard P. Ullson. Esqcire Saluda Elver Doctric
P.rO. Rat S19** Assistaat Attorney General -
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! July 7.1994 ,f,./9

,

!
.

j To: PaulFarish
4

; From: Allen Dickard
.

'

Catawba breaker coordination, systems EPL and EPE! Subject:

\

| Attached is information from a p+ge we sent the NRC 3/2/94 as a followup to |

j a meeting we had with them in Washington in February. One of the questions .

! they asked us was "what breakers are coordinated and not coordia*d?". The
! attachment contains our response. As we Gem?*ad on the phone we do not yet
i know if we have reached any agreement with them on where we shouldpostulate .

| credible faults, which impacts how much coordination we have. I will let you

! know as soon as we receive further information from them. You can contact me
j on any questions related to the EPE system at 8314086, RAD 8382 or Jim Glasser

for anything related to EPL system at 831-4088, JDG7537. Thanks.
i
i
'
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Inspectian (EDSFI) Deviation DEV 50-413,414/92-01-02 ~g.

125VDC Vital I and C Power (EPL) System Breaker Coordination Study
.

L Summary

A. Where are our faults? .

See Table 1.1 and attachment 1 for the postulated fault locations. Since the
125VDC Vital I and C Power (EPL) System is an ungrounded system, the *
postulated faults require that either a simultaneous positive to-ground and
negative-to-ground fault occur or a double line (positive to-negative line) fault ,

-

occur.
.

The former type of fault requires that two faBures occur which is beyond the-

requiraments of the single failure criterion and the design basis of the plant. ;

Should a single line-to-ground fkult occur, the power system vAll romain
!

unaffected; however, a ground fault detector wi11 alert the contro1 oom operator |

via both an annunciator and computer alarm. Any ground faults are promptly |
addressed through a program which seeks to maintain a dark control room |

annunciator board. Control room annunciator status is reviewed on a weekly
basis. A sample status report is shown in attachment 5..

,

The latter type of fault is extremely unlikely. To illustrste this, a thorough study |

of both the Nuclear Plant Reliability Database System (NPRDS) for 311 U.S.
nuclear plants and the Catawba Probabilistic Risk Assessment'@RA) was
conducted. Failure discovaties made at Catawba since 1985 and allU.S. plants.

since 1990 were analyzed. Only three reported cases wers found where a double l

line fault occurred on a DC system. One case which mwi at Catawba
involved a shorted lamp holdee which was atfributed to improper installation
during previous maintenance activities. The two other cases which occurred at
nuclear plants operated by other titilities involved component failures within

'

*

battery chargers. In both cases, plant status was reported to not have been
affected. No reported cases were found that involved double.line faults attributed ,

to cable failures. The risk of cable failures is further reduced at Catawba since
2KV rated, * terlocked armor cableis tised throughout the plant. Finally,m
engineering personnel at other utilities were cead regarding their experiences .
with faults on safety-related DC power systems. No faults of the types that could
challenge the EPL System were reported.

.

B. What breakers are coordinated and not coordinated?
'

Attachmencs 3 and 6 contain the fault current calculations. The worst-case fault
currents and resultant breaker currents are plotted against the breaker time

''

current characteristic curves in attachment 4. Inspection of attachment 4 yields*-

the follow'mg conclusions conceming coord*mation:

. .

'

Page l'of 9
,
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| 125VDC Vital I and C Power (EPL) System Breaker Coordination Study
,

'

jFault "nC" (Reference Pnee 1 erAttachment di

| 'No coordination. The fault current falls within the magnetic regions ofboth the '
j

.
125VDC Vital I and C Battery Charger breaker (compartment P03 A) and the.

125VDC Vital I and C Battery breaker (compartment P02A). . ,
,

!

Fault "AD" (brerence Pnee 'I' of Attmehment 4)' -

| Fully coordinated. A fault at the, input tanni=t= of the Auctioneering Diode
,

| Assembly would trip the Auctioneering Diode Assembly feeder breaker .

| (compartmeniP01D) wkhout operating either the 125VDC VitalI and C Battery
breaker (cos.g, i est P02A) or the 125VDC Distntution Center la==ta.1 -

; breaker (cos.i.e.t ent P02B). The 125VDC Vitall and C Battery Charger
| breaker (compartment P03 A) would not operate since the battery d wils

| current limited to a value less than the continuous rating of the breaker. .

i

|
Fault "EDE" (Reference Pape 3 of Attmehment d)

!

; Fully coordinated. A fault on the 125VDC Auctioneered Distribution Center

! bus would trip either the Auctioneering Diode Assembly feeder breaker .

| (compartment P01D) or the 125VDC Auctioneered Distribution Center incoming

| breaker (compartment P01 A) without operating either the 125VDC Vital I and C
! Battery breaker (compartment P02A) or the 125VDC Distribution Center '

,

| incoming breaker (compartment P02B). The 125VDC Vit:11 and C Battery
j Charger breaker (compartment P03 A) would not operate since the battery -- -

.

j charger is current limited to a value less than4he continuous rating of the breaker.
,

~

!
Fault "EDE1" (Reference Pape 4 of Attnehment di

'

y/ Partially coordinated whether the fault occurs at the load-side tenninal of the
breaker or at the first termination point of the feeder cable. The fault would trip

j either the 4.16KV Essentia1 Switchgear control power feeder breaker *

(ccimpartment P01C), the Auctioneering Diode Assembly feeder breaker
* '

(compartment P01D), orthe 125VDC Auctist sed Distribution Centerincoming;

| breaker (compartment Po1 A) without op.4* g either the 125VDC Vital I and Cw
| Battery breaker (compartment P02A) or the 125VDC Distribution Center

incoming preaker (compartment P02B). The 125VDC Vital I and C Battery
>

! Charger breaker (companment P03 A) would not operate since the battery,

4 charger is current limited to a value less than the continuous rating of the breaker.
Pull coordination is possible depending on the location of the fault.;

| . . . .
,

:

i

i
i
.

j Page 2 of 9 .
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Inspection (EDSFI) Deviation DEV 50-413, 414/92-01-02 ,.j,/,,.

125VDC Vital I and C Power (EPL) System Breaker Coordination. Study

Fault "EDE2" (Reference Pmwe 5 of Attachment di

Partially coordinated whether the fault occurs at the 1.oad-side terminal of the
breaker or at the first tenhination point of the feeder cable: The fault would tdp -

,'

either the 600VAC Essential Load Center control power feeder breaker ;

compartment F01E), the Aucdoneedng Diode Assembly feeder breaker

/ (breaker (com(compartment F01D), or the 125VDC Auctioneered Distniution Centerincoming
partment P01 A) without operating either the 125VDC Vital I and C

Battery breaker (compartment P02A) or the 125VDC Distribution Center.

incoming breaker (companment P02B). De 125VDC Vital I and C Battery
' Charger breaker (compartment F03A) would not operate since the battery

charger is current limited to a value less than the continuous rating ofthe breaker. -

Pull coordinaden is possible depending on the loestion of the fault. *
-

Fault "EDE3" (Reference Pnea 6 of Attnehnient 4T ,

Partially coordinated whether the fault occurs at the load-side terminal of the
breaker or at the first termination point of the feeder cable. The fault would tdp
either the Diesel Generator Imad Sequencer feeder breaker (compartment F017),
the Auctioneedng Diode Assembly feeder breaker (compartment F01D), or the
125VDC Auctioneered Distribution Center incoming breaker (compartment
F01 A) without opo sing either the 125VDC Vital I and C Battery breaker
(compartment F02A) or the 125VDC Distdbution Center incoming breaker ~

,

(compartment F02B). The 125VDC Vital I and C Battery Charger breaker
.

(compartment F03 A) would not operate since the battery charger is current
limited to a value less than the. continuous radng of the breaker. Full coordination
is possible depending on the location of the fault.

'

/ Fault "VT" meference Pave 7 of Attachment 4)
/

No coordination. The faulf. current falls within the magnetic regions of the
120VAC Vital I and C Inverter breaker (compartroent F03.C), the 125VDC
Dis' ribution Center incoming breaker (compartmerit F02B), and the 125VDCt

Vital I and C Battery breaker (compartment F02A).
'

|
-

-

j,

'

Fault " EPA" meference Pawe 8 of Attachment 4) |

| -

No coordin.ation. The fault current falls within the magnetic regions of the
125VDC Distribution Center breaker (compartment F01C) feeding the 125VDC
Vital I and C Power Panciboard, the 125VDC Distribution Center incoming
breaker (compartment F02B), and the 125VDC Vital I and C Battery breaker

|
..

(compartment F02A). ;

-

t
'

|
.
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125VDC VitalI and C Power (EPL) System Breaker Coordination Study

mult " EPA 4" meference Pnee 9 of Attachment d) *

Partially coordinated for a fault that occurs at the first termination point of the
feeder cable.'The fault would trip either 125VDC Vital I and C Power Panelboard
breaker #4 (which feeds a Component Cooling System solenoid valve) or the.

125VDC Distribution Center breaker (compartment F01C) fe' ding the 125VDCe
VitalI and C Power Panelboard without opersting either the 125VDC VitalI and
C Battery breaker (compartment P02A) or the 125VDC Distn'bution Center
incorhing breaker (P02B). De 125VDC VitalI and C Battery Charger breaker
(compartment P03A) wotdd not operate s'mee the battery charger is current

''

limited to a value less than the continuous rating of the breaker. Puu coonlination
.

is possible depending on the location of the fault. For fkults where the r==d*=at

current flowing through the 125VDC Distdbution Center breaker (coinpmunent
P01C) r=% he 125VDC VitalI-and C Power Pane! board is less thant

approximately480ADC, fhll coordination would be achieved. From Table 1Sof-

*=ehmar* 6, the load current value for 2 EPA is 65.31 ADC. Herefore, from *

page 29 of amahmant 3, the fault current (Igpy) must be less than:
.

Irms480-65.31
5414.69ADC

for full coord*mation to be achieved. Refer to attachment 6 forpore ' formation.m
'

No coordination for a fault that occurs at the load-side tenninal ofthe breaker.
The fault current falls within the magnetic regions of 125VDC VitalI and C
Power Pane! board breaker #4,.the 125VDC. Distribution Center breaker

(compartment F01C) feeding the 125VDC Vital I and C Power Panelboard, the
125VDC Distribution Center incoming breaker (compartment F02B),. and the
125VDC Vital I and C Battery breaker (compartment P02A).

C. What is the impact of the upb breaker clearing?

Should an upstream breaker such as the 125VDC Distribution Center hwonting i

breaker (compartment F02B) operate prior to the breaker nearest the fault

clearing the fault, one load group of the 125VDC Vital I and C Power (EPL)
'

System would be lost; however, the redundant train ofpower would be available.

to supply safety-related instrumentation and controlloads.
*

D. What is the safety significance of taking out a train?

Though the following study demonstrates that full circuit breaker coordination
.

.. .
'

will not be achieved for all postulated faults; there is no safety significance to
Catawba Nuclear Station nor the public because a completely independent and
redundant 125VDC Vital I and C Power train would be available to supply safety-,

. Page 4 of 9
.,
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PART 2.

'

Catawba Nuclear Station .

600 VAC Essential Auxiliary Power' System (EPE) *

I. sm ary
.

1. Where are our faults?
*

,-, .

The attached one line diagrams of the EPE system show the fault
locations. Included are drawings of Unit 1 train A and B motor
control centers, the Unit 2 motor control centers are similar.
Based on the low probability of bus faults and/or breaker faults at "

Catawba and our experience that we have never had such a fault on
the EPE system at Catawba we do not postulate a fault on the outputof the feeder breaker.'

Also, because of the interlocked armorI
cable protection and our experienc.e that we have never had a fault
on any such cable in service at any of our nuclear plants we do notpostulate a fault along the route of the cable. We do postulate afault at the input terminals 6f the load or at the first cable ,

terva4= tion after the cable leaves the motor. control center. The
loads on each motor control center were reviewed and the load with

-

the highest potential fault current was selected for modelingcoordination of breakers for that bus. Attachment D on faultlocations for the EPE system provides further justification for
selection of these fault locations with information on fault

,

! history and probability.
-.

,

.

2. What breakers.are coordinated and not coordinated?'

,

' . '

The incoming breakers for motor control centers 1EMXA, 1EMXB,
.

.

. 1EMXC, 1EMXD, 1EMKE, 1EMXF, 1EMXI, 1EMXJ, * 1EMKK and 1EMXL areI

coordinated for the worst case postulated fault at the first cable
termination outside the motor control center. Motor control center
1EMXG utilizes two incoming breakers because it can be powered from
either Unit 1 load center 1ELXA or Unit 2 load center 2ELXA. Theseincoming breakers are not fully coordinated for a fault at the
worst case load which is control room ventilation systen airhandling unit 1. This unit is connected with a 250MCM cable that

.

is 100 feet long. All other loads on motor control center 1EMXG
are fed from smaller breakers and cables with lower =v4="n faultcurrent for which the in oming breakers are coordinated.

'

.

..

j. .

.

%

I0
..
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# ** ATTACEMENTI FRA ist EPL and EPE Sy:: tees '"

M/p '- -

4 . . , . >
j Motor Control Center 1EMKG Loads
;

j V Breaker Load
i ,

.

; HFB100 Notor control center 1ENKO .

: NFB40. Power panelboard transformer 1BEM feeder
j HFB20 A header return to SNSWP valve 1RN53A *

j HFB20 Station RN header disch to RL system valve 1RN57A 1

NFB20 Station RN disch header crossover valve 1RNS4A,

*

! MFB20 ABFU mini flow outlet valve 1VA29A
' EFB20 ABFU 1B mini flow inlet valve LVA31A

HFB20 ABFU mini flow outlet valve 2VA29A
i NFa20 ABFU-25 mini glow inlet valve 2VA35A
i RFB60 Fung room heater demister section FREDS 1A

EFB50 rooga heater demister section FDDS-2A -

EFB150 ** liary building filtered exhaust fan motor ABFXF.1A
i EFB150 Auxiliary building filtered exhaust fan motor ABFIF-2A,

: EFB100 control rooni air |tandling unit 1 -

.

MPB50 Control room area PPT-1 moisture separator heater
i LB225 * Control room area air handling unit 1 ,

i EPB20 Battery room exhaust fan motor 1
*

1 'HFB20 Pressure fans xconn valve.2VCSA
RFB50 Control room aves'f11ter train 1 pressure fan motor -

;
; HFB20 channel A outside intake isolation valve 1VC6A
i EFB20 channel A outside intake isloation valve 2VCGA

EFB50 AB groundwater drainage interior su$p pump motor C1
j EFB50 AB groundwater drainage * sump pump motorvA1
# EFB50 AB groundwater drainage sung pung motor 31s

chiller coep A cil pump socorj EFB30
Control room area 'wtr train A makeup valva 1YC77A'

,
EFB20 Ctri area chilled
EFB100 Control room area chilled water pungp motor A

-
.

| * This feeder has the highest potential fault current for a fault.

; at the load of all feeders on this motor control center.
.. . .

' This feeder has the second highest potential fault current for**
; a fmult at the load of all feeders on this motor control center. |

. . ..
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|
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission f
December 29,1994 j

ArrACIDENT "B" Page1 of2

Frequency of Catawba Failures:

EPL System 125 VDC Distribution Centers

11 PIP's (Problem Investigation Process Reports) on this system were reviewed and there
were three cases of problems internal to battery chargers that blew charger fuses but no
faults that tripped breakers or challenged breaker coordination.

.

EPE System 600 VAC Motor Control Centers

All PIP's on this system were reviewed and there were no cases of faults that tripped
breakers or challenged breaker coordination.

Cables

\ |'

Any plant problems with cables are reported under the plant system that the cable is I

associated with. All of the PIP's referred to above for the EPL and EPE systems were
reviewed for any problems with cable degradation or cable faults and none were found.

Industry Failure Data:

An NPRDS search ofindustry failures of electrical conductors, buses, cables and wire
from 1/84 to 11/89 (reporting criteria changed in 89) was conducted. Of the 267 failures
in this report there was one fault of sufficient magnitude to cause a miscoordination event.
This occurred when technicians at Oyster Creek left a safety grounding jumper on the load
side of a breaker after a maintenance activity. When the breaker was closed the short
circuit tripped the main bus breaker also. The 1987 McGuire event referred to in IN 88
45 was not included in this data because it involved a fault in a non safety instrument air

compressor motor. Failures in this system are not typically included in the scope of
NPRDS.

,
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Extent of Plant Modifications:

EPL System

Coordination of protective devices in this system can be enh->d by replacing the battery
breaker and main breaker in each de distribution center with breakers capable of an
instantaneous trip setting of 10,000 amps or higher. For Units 1 and 2 there are eight
distribution centers and this would involve replacement of sixteen breakers. There is very
limited expansion space available within these distribution centers and it is likely that the
new breakers would have to be mounted in new, stand-alone enclosures. The power
cables that terminate to these sixteen breakers would have to replaced (250 MCM cable,
700 feet total length) and additional cables would have to be installed between the
distribution centers and new enclosures. Although the eight distribution center tie
breakers are not normally in service, additional coordination could be achieved by
replacing these breakers with so:.ie of the original breakers removed from the battery and
main breaker compartments, in the event the battery and main breakers are replaced.

,

\
EPE System

.

Coordination between the motor control center incoming breakers and individual load
feeder breakers can be enhanced by replacing the incoming breakers with breakers
capable of an instantaneous trip setting of 12,000 amps or higher. For Units 1 and 2 there
are 30 motor control centers with a total of 34 incoming breakers. In this equipment there
is also very limited expansion space available and it is likely that new breakers would have
to be mounted in new, stand-alone enclosures. The power cables that terminate to these
34 breakers would have to be replaced (12,000 feet of 500 MCM cable and 26,000 feet of

#2 cable) and additional cables would have to be installed between the motor control
centers and nemnclosures.

Another option for enhancing coordination in this system is removal of the incoming
breakers and re-terminating the cable directly to the bus. Most of the incoming cables will
not reach the bustecause they enter the motor control center from the top where the
incoming breaker compartment is located, whereas the main bus is in the center of the
equipment. This option might require re-pulling as much as 30,000 feet of power cable.
The four motor control centers that each have two incoming breakers could not be
modified in this manner because the incoming breakers are mechanically interlocked in
each motor control center to provide separation between Unit I and Unit 2 circuits.

!
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REF: E00 10348 F: enag Acdom Mat Taylork UNITED STATESg
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION"

-

f WASHINGTON. D.C. 20586 0001*
e
'

%7**ein]
|

September 23, 1994***
g.

M'EMORANDUM T0: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

.

FROM: ThomasL. King,DeputyDirector4
Division of Systems Research I

:

i Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
|

| SUBJECT: REPORT ON REVIEW OF DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION (DPO)
,

| Your memorandum of August 10, 1994, appointed a panel to perform an
independent review of a July 28, 1994, DP0 (C. Morris, NRR, to J. Taylor,
EDO), " Differing Professional Opinion Concernitig Uncoordinated Circuit,

Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station." As requested, I have served as panel
chairman along with the panel members, Patrick Baranowsky (AEOD) and Jitendra

,

Vora (RES). We have completed our review. Our findings and recommendations,;

; along with some related background information are described below,
i

Backaround

In a memorandum, dated July 28, 1994, to Mr. James M. Taylor, Mr. Charles E.
Morris (NRR) raised a DP0 in response to a July 21, 1994, rsport from Ashok 1

Thadani to William Russell on Mr. Morris's differing professional view (DPV) t

regarding uncoordinated beakers at the Catawba Nuclear Station. In his July
28, 1994, DPO, Mr. Morris was concerned that the July 21, 1994, report from
Thadani to Russell on his DPV did not address his most important concern,
which was stated as:

The most important concern raised in this DPV is that if the staff
accepts the licensee's argument that because a fully redundant
safety train might perform the requisite safety functions . . .
the staff can permit the licensee to change the FSAR, only, and
can allow him to operate with known safety deficiencies.

Mr. Morris went on to state that what is needed is a "p'olicy statement" from a
higher level than a branch on this issue. Accordingly, the panel focused on
the generic " policy" concern raised in this DP0 and not on the specific
Catawba issue which initiated Mr. Morris's original DPV, and which was
addressed in Mr.* Thadani's July 21, 1994, memorandum to Mr. Russell.

In the course of reviewing this DPO, the panel interviewed the following
individuals:

Mr. Charles E. Morris, DP0 originator*
Mr. Eric Weiss, Mr. Morris's immediate supervisor*

,,

Dr. Brian W. Sheron, Mr. Morris's Division Director /*
'

Mr. Ashok Thadani, Mr. Morris's Associate Director f*
'

Ms. Janice Moore, OGC*

$ 5lbC$O $ ($
i
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!

) James M. Taylor 2

!

The interviews with Mr. Morris focused on understanding and better defining
i the exact nature of his DPO. After two interviews and the review of some
: draft material attempting to summarize his DPO, Mr. Morris agreed on the
| following statement as adequately characterizing his main concern:
i

The presence of a redundant system / component should not be.

j justification for compensating for known safety deficiencies in
j othersystems/ components. -

,

His view was that a policy statement should be developed to support the above.

i Upon further discussion with Mr. Morris, it became clear that he was not
i o) posed to exempting systems / components from certain design requirements or

c1anging licensee commitments (provided the exemptions / changes are sup)orted,

! by a thorough safety analysis, which may include probabilistic and ris(
j considerations) but rather the basis for such exemptions / changes should not
i include reliance on redundant safety systems / components. It should be noted
j that in the panel's limited review of the Catawba issue, and during interviews
! with NRR staff, no instances were cited in which a simple redundancy argument
| was used as justification for not meeting specific design commitments. More ,

ltypically, other factors, such as the safety implications of the specific
,

! application of the single failure criterion, including the\ likelihood and
i consequences of electrical faults, were considered in granting exemptions. In

,

addition, a limited search was made of previous exemption requests, and the '

i panel found no evidence where redundancy was used as the sole basis for
: accepting deficiencies in other systems or components. However, it does
1 appear to the panel that the licensee did not follow a systematic process in
| submitting information on the safety significance of the specific Catawba

,

j issue.
2

! As part of this review, the panel looked into what processes, practices and
: policies currently allow licensees to request changes in commitments or
i exemptions from rules or license conditions, and what is the basis for
2' acceptance of such changes / exemptions. The current regulations define a
; general process for requesting exemptions (10 CFR 50.12)., license amendments

(10 CFR 50.90), or changing the FSAR (10 CFR 50.59 . However, the nature of
what information must be submitted to support such) requests and the criteria

t

|

for acceptance are less well defined.

Findinas and Recommendations

Currently, there is no Agency policy or criterion which prohibits granting an
exemption or change in requirements or commitments based upon the presence of
a-redundant system or component. Although, in general, it would not seem
appropriate to allow safety deficiencies in one train of a redundant system
solely on the basis that there is a redundant train, each situation should be
evaluated on its own merits. Further, a stand alone criterion, such as
suggested by Mr. Morris, by itself (without a clear nexus to safety) could be
detrimental by causing resources to be spent on items of little safety

- .. - . - . - , _ - . .- .
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i

i significance. What is much more important is to ensure that well
; defined processes exist whereby all exemptions and changes in commitments
; undergo systematic and thorough review by licensees for their safety

significance and that such exemptions or changes are not implemented or4

requested unless such a review is done and criteria, based on safety
,

significance, are met.

| Currently, licensee's requests for exemptions or changes in commitments can
vary in approach and criteria, although the industry has attempted, through i

: the development of NSAC-125, " Guidelines for 10CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations,"
'

: to establish some guidelines for 50.59 changes. In this regard, it should be
i noted that NRR is currently working with industry (NEI) to review and endorse
i a procedure for " Managing NRC Commitments." This activity is discussed in i

j SECY-94-243 " Status of lim lementation of Regulatory Review Group I

Recommendations" as Topic' Area No.-7. The panel has reviewed a draft (dated |:

July 1994) of this procedure and believes that it contains all of the elements i
'

i to ensure a systematic and thorough review by licensees of proposed exemptions !

; or changes to commitments or requirements. This procedure also provides !
criteria for determining the safety significance of the item in question by

,

i referencing a PSA Application Guide (under development by EPRI) and NSAC-125,
j as well as including some criteria of its own. The panel endorses the work to
j arrive at an acceptable procedure and believes that, when complete, this work

should result in a comprehensive consistent process of value to both ' Industry 1.

and NRC which should be implemented as soon as practical. It is recognized )
that this effort may also involve review of the key reference documents i

,

mentioned above. The implementation of a procedure such as discussed above,
'

:

should help ensure a systematic preparation and review of proposed exemptions:

t or changes in requirements or commitments. i

l

,
,
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